
USER INSTRUCTIONS 

 

When you arrive at the department, let yourself in and use the hand sanitizer inside the door. 

Put a glove on one hand. This is now your “dirty hand” that you will use on door handles and keypads. 

Go to your designated workspace. Use your clean hand to handle your keys, keycard and similar, and use 

your “dirty hand” on common surfaces. 

Once you arrive at your workspace, discard the glove and wash your hands.  

 

During work pay extra attention to: 

- Do not arrive early. There is a sharp limit on the number of people in the house. 

- Keep the physical distance to others 

- Only one or two persons in a room at any time, but be aware if anybody needs help 

- Use gloves whenever common surfaces or equipment is handled  

- If you need help from the workshop, do not go there. Tommy is the point of contact, call or mail 

him and make arrangements first 

- If you need a sample analyzed by a technician, call or mail first to arrange the hand-over. Clean the 

sample vial/ NMR-tube carefully with ethanol before handing over 

- If you need to talk to somebody, call them or mail them 

- You are allowed to use the fridges in the kitchenettes, but you must eat your food alone in your 

office. 

- Move around as little as possible and avoid physical contact 

- Wash your hands often, use the “dirty hand/ clean hand”- principle when moving around and wash 

your hands both before and after going to the toilet. 

When leaving do the following: 

- Leave on time. The next user is waiting 

- Clean all surfaces you have been in contact with 

- Put a couple of gloves in the pocket for the next time you arrive 

- Use the “dirty hand/ clean hand”- principle on the way out, dump the glove in the bin outside 

Report problems and good ideas to your leader and use the allotted time wisely. 

Report safety problems to Peter Hald 


